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IT-based strategy supporting GMO detection
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focus on unauthorized GMO discovery
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current routine screening designed to detect, identify, quantify known, authorized GMOs
testing blind samples: no prior knowledge on sample composition is used
discovery of some UGM products is possible but: 
very low chance, not in admixtures, indirect evidence, only UGMs

 

with screening elements

goals:
improve the use of documented evidence
to discover rare, unexpected UGMs

optimization of product selection, 
optimization of choice of analytical tests

develop a novel method for event identification
by anchor-PCR fingerprinting:
provide direct evidence for UGM
discover masked UGM events
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UGM discovery by Knowledge technologies: web based 
search
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proposed conceptual framework:
1.design model to describe the R&

 

D, authorization, commercialization phase of GMO `life cycle`
2.collect documents about novel GMO-derived products on the Web
3.match documented evidence to the model: trace the GMO `life-cycle` per product
4.identify products that do not

 

 comply with authorization
5.collect DNA sequence info

 

rmation on novel events
6.select suspicious products for

 

 targeted analytical confirmation
7.proof of concept: novel unauthorized GMO discovered on the EU market in 2008, 

identity confirmed by analytical evidence, reported in RASFF
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How can documentation-based evidence
 complement routine screening?
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1.

 

it increases efficiency of analytical testing: 
2.

 

risk-based selection of suspicious products enriches the lab with suspicious samples (less 
`negative results` compared to random sampling)

3.

 

it is used to optimize the choice of tests and reduce the number

 

of tests per product (case-by-

 
case; reduce operational cost)

4.

 

the Matrix approach may be updated with new elements,to detect novel UGM events: 
documented evidence

 

identifies the `most urgent` cases and guides the best choice for new 
screening methods (manage development cost).

5.

 

it contains information to design a specific detection method for targeted confirmation of a 
suspicious product (a guided analysis is more efficient than a blind reconstruction)

6.

 

it discovers products for which no routine analytical test exists
7.

 

Web-based searches enhance market coverage and reduce time to discovery after UGM 
release

8.

 

fast discovery crucial to limit further spreading of an UGMs in the food, feed, pharma chains

conceptual framework and real-life case study described in:
Ruttink et al. (2009) Knowledge-technologies-based discovery of unauthorized GMOs 
Anal Bioanal Chem
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scientific reviews on novel GMO traits
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• www.molecularfarming.com:pmps-and-pmips.html
• http://www.isaaa.org/Kc/inforesources/publications/pocketk/Pocket_K26_(English).pdf

other references

http://www.molecularfarming.com
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CobentoCobento
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Cobento Coban
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Cobento rhIF
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Cobento CobaSorbCobento CobaSorb
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generation of event
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cloning vector, strategy and 
sequence of extensin signal 
peptide sequence (AF104327) 
fused to the mature human 
intrinsic factor encoding region 
(X76562) and part of the 3`UTR

patent application
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http://india.bigpatents.org/view/7045/3b7d2b881e0

patent application

http://india.bigpatents.org/view/7045/3b7d2b881e0
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clinical trial
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advertisement
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Victoria Pharma
www.balticnordic.com/en/company-information/QKSMSK/Victoria-Pharma-AS.html

Victoria Pharma A/S
Contact Information for Victoria Pharma A/S

Visiting Address:
Gladsaxevej

 

356
DK-2860

 

SØBORG
Denmark

Postal Address:
Gladsaxevej

 

356
DK-2860

 

SØBORG
Denmark

Telephone:
+45 38 28 05 05
Cellphone:

Fax Number:
+45 36 45 95 17

Homepage:
http://www.victoria-pharma.com

Contact Persons for Victoria Pharma A/S

Contact Person:

NACE Classification for Victoria Pharma A/S

www.hotfrog.dk/Firmaer/Victoria- 
Pharma

Victoria Pharma

Lyskær 15, 2730 Herlev, Hovedstadsområdet
p: 44928688
Hjemmeside - Ikke opgivet
Email adresse - ikke opgivet

www.kompass.com/pl/DK137641

Victoria Pharma A/S
Lyskær 15
2730 Herlev
Dania
Telefon : +45 44 92 86 88
Liczba zatrudnionych (w całej firmie)
Od 1 do 10
Data założenia
2004
Numer rejestracyjny
27653855
SE-nr
DK 27653855

mintportal.bvdep.com/MintPortal-EJLJCIHIGIFIDIIIFIFI.urk

http://www.balticnordic.com/en/company-information/QKSMSK/Victoria-Pharma-AS.html
http://www.balticnordic.com/redirect.html?action=url&goto=http://www.victoria-pharma.com
http://www.hotfrog.dk/Firmaer/Victoria-Pharma
http://www.hotfrog.dk/Firmaer/Victoria-Pharma
http://www.kompass.com/pl/DK137641
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http://www.efektpr.com/news.php?id=54 (22092008)

http://www.efektpr.com/news.php?id=54
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online sales

http://www.apteka-hibiskus.sote.pl/p/pl/386520/coban.html http://www.skapiec.pl/site/cat/2309/comp/252110

www.nokaut.pl/oferta/coban.ht

 

ml
http: 
//www.radar.pl/Kategoria/66/11

http://www.apteka-hibiskus.sote.pl/p/pl/386520/coban.html
http://www.skapiec.pl/site/cat/2309/comp/252110
http://www.nokaut.pl/oferta/coban.html
http://www.nokaut.pl/oferta/coban.html
http://www.radar.pl/Kategoria/66/11
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the product
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400 cp

400 cp

Coban 10-fold dil.

Coban 10-fold dil.

p35S

tNOS

The product was reported in the RASFF:
unauthorised

 

genetically modified (P-35S, T-NOS) Arabidopsis thaliana food supplement 
containing recombinant human intrinsic factor from Denmark, via Poland 
http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/rapidalert/reports/week12-2008_en.pdf

p35S, tNOS
 
in routine screening

http://ec.europa.eu/food/food/rapidalert/reports/week12-2008_en.pdf
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JRC pre-spotted plates

none of the 39 event-specific methods is positive
(Bt11, NK603, GA21m, MON863, 1507, T25, 59122, H7-1, MON810, 281-24-236, 3006-210-23, LL62, T45, EH92-527-1, Ms8, Rf3, GT73, LL25, 
MON531, A2704, MIR604, Rf1, Rf2, Ms1, Topas19/2, MON1445, Bt176, MON15985, 40-3-2, GA21s, MON88017, LY038, 3272, MON89788, 
MON89034, DP-356043, MON88913, rice p35S::Bar, LL601, Bt63, Bt10)

no reference genes for species that can contain GMOs are positive
(rice, cotton, soybean, maize, potato, sugar beet, oil seed)

top half: positive controls lower half: Coban tablets
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novel method for UGM identification
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fluorescent anchor-PCR fingerprinting
Matrix approach identifies common genetic element
Validated methods to confirm/quantify known events
`Unexplained` genetic elements: 
presence of UGM inferred, but not proven 
genome walking to find sequence context:

1.

 

improved anchor-PCR method to detect flanking sequences 
2.

 

link to Matrix-approach: p35S and t-nos and 7 different adapters 
3.

 

fluorescent labeling and automated fragment analysis by CE
4.

 

nested-PCR and specific 3-color triplet structure suppress false positive amplicons
5.

 

high resolution profiling detects unique signals for each event in parallel
6.

 

amplicons

 

can be compared to `reference collection` of GM fingerprints of

 

known GMOs
7.

 

sequencing of amplicons

 

directly identifies each event present in a sample
8.

 

GMO fingerprinting may resolve masked UGM events in products with mixed ingredients
9.

 

direct evidence for UGM may be helpfull

 

to avoid false alerts in RASFF
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anchor-PCR fingerprinting
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real-life example: identification of novel UGM
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unique flanking amplicons for each GM event
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database of fingerprints
in-silico calculated `reference` collection of GM fingerprints of authorized GMOs: 
easy recognition of UGM-derived signals and detection of `masked` events
unique fragment (anchor/adapter/length) is direct evidence of UGM
selection of fragments for UGM event identification by direct sequencing 

method development and proof of concept using real-life novel UGM:
Ruttink et al. (2009) Molecular toolbox for the identification of unknown GMOs 
Anal

 

Bioanal

 

Chem
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IT-based strategy supporting GMO detection
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• Combining strategies from different domains
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IT-based strategy supporting GMO detection

• an approach for UGM (class4) discovery

screening sequencing
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Thank you for your attention

AN APPROACH FOR A SPECIFIC TYPE OF UGM DISCOVERY
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IT-based strategy supporting GMO detection
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